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Alejandro Vidal,The myth of proportional response,Giclée Print,120x80cm,2013



“With the end of the classical form of war between sovereign states, 
it becomes clear that security finds it’s end in globalization: the 
idea of a new planetary order, which is, in truth, the worst of all 
disorders. Because this condition requires constant reference to a 
state of exception, the measure of security works towards a growing 
depoliticization of society, irreconcilable with democracy.” (Giorgio 
Agamben, "On Security and Terror," Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 
September 20, 2001) 



 Alejandro Vidal.Economy of force.Giclée print,120x80cm,2013



Alejandro Vidal,The Potentiality of the worst,Single channel DVD 5`49`,2013



Alejandro Vidal,The Potentiality of the worst,Single channel DVD 5`49`,2013

Surveillance by all means have Transformed the public space of the city 
into the interior of an immense prison. You feel watched, spied and 
harassed. In the name of security governements became very cynical. 
The culture of fear is justified by the threat. We are all suspects. 
As we move further towards chaos a crystal meth user,in an induced 
chemical delirium,continually record and scan his house for cameras and 
microphones.These raw images recorded in full panic attack have served 
the artist to mark the storm in which we are submerged. Maybe we are not 
aware yet of its complexity.



 Alejandro Vidal.Vertical crash,2012,set of 20 digital c-print,30 x 40 Cm each



Alejandro Vidal,Critical Heat,digital C-print,2012,70x90cm each
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Alejandro Vidal,Only enemies speak the truth,2011 Single channel DVD 



Alejandro Vidal,Only enemies speak the truth,2011 Single channel DVD 

Sometimes instability is a necessary evil, and you need it to have stability.
Nothing feels certain these days, not least in Egypt, Tunisia, Spain or the Uni-
ted States of America,and conversations about the uprisings often mention the 
French Revolution,which required long years to usher in a new order.These re-
volts have rechanneled anger,humiliation,and indignation at political disenfran-
chisement, social exclusion and the absence of the proverbial loaf of bread into 
socially constructive and associative energy. The collapse of today's govern-
ments and ideologies is bringing us to a necessary disorder.In these video colour 
drawings of national flags,that belongto countries that are now in a process of 
transformation,become black when colour is applied on the top paper.



Alejandro Vidal,Only enemies speak the truth,2011,four A4 drawings framed together 
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Alejandro Vidal,Any idea that can be defended is presumed guilty,2011
Paper plane folded with CIA original office paper



Alejandro Vidal,A uncontrollable accumulation of unintended consequences,2011.
Giclée Print,30x40cm (detail)

Within cities, individuals don’t know when to be a soldier and when a 
citizen because they distrusts the neighbor, they don’t know who the 
enemy is and the security forces are both a police and an army. These 
are  consequences of the sensible transformation of politics.
Our perception of time and distance has also been disrupted. The world  
is being reduced to tiny proportions. These still images are taken from 
found low resolution  amateur footage that belong to a recent civil in-
surrection.



Alejandro Vidal,A uncontrollable accumulation of unintended consequences,2011.
Giclée Print,30x40cm each



Alejandro Vidal,A frontier of unfulfilled hopes and threats,2011. 
Digital C-Print,100x160cm

Sulfur is used illegally in Spain for repelling animals and people urinating in the 
street. It is not hard to find these lines of yellow powder used by many individuals 
to create this kind of low border near their properties or businesses. All against 
all, in a world in which territorial marking is necessary for many. Apparently the 
chemical reaction that occurs in contact with urine is a deterrent. 
Sulfur can also be used to manufacture explosives.
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Digital C-Print,100x160cm



Alejandro Vidal,A frontier of unfulfilled hopes and threats,2011. 
Digital C-Print,100x160cm Alejandro Vidal,Paradise of exception,Giclée Print,160x90cm Each,2011



Alejandro Vidal,Paradise of exception,Digital C-Print,160 x 90 cm Each, 2011

Jungles were a paradise ready to become a battlefield. Today also home of insurgency 
and illegal laboratories. A lost frontier that is idealistic and at the same time a 
claustrophobic and hazardous territory. A constant wall of green and low light 
levels beneath the canopy can seriously affect motivation.These images belong to 
american army field manuals and were selected to illustrate soldiers where they will 
have to survive and fight their enemies. The representation of landscape in military 
manuals arose out of a need to penetrate deep within the image to divulge what may lay 
hidden, latent, or concealed within it evermore swiftly and accurately. 



Alejandro Vidal,Somewhere in a great country,2010,Digital C-print print,40x30cm each
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Alejandro Vidal,Firestorm,2009,Single channel DVD



Alejandro Vidal,Firestorm,2009,Single channelDVD 
(Installation view at galleria Artra, Milano)

Firestorm (5 min. video/sound) covertly announces the globalization of the image of 
terror. Images of fireworks, ripped from the net, burst to the sound of explosions from 
real, 'live’ conflicts. 
Conflicts of the analog age were generally specific in location and duration, but 
today's digital media release them into something of almost limitless scope, universal 
location, and endless loop. Real violence has evolved into a semiotic commodity, po-
inting the way to a new aesthetic of terror, a new condition of life characterized by 
personal and collective paranoia, routine disorder, mayhem, and imperceptibly but rapi-
dly eroding civil liberties.



Alejandro Vidal,When it rains, all shines black, Participant Inc, New York 
solo exhibition, 2010 (exhibition views)
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Alejandro Vidal. Falling from trees,2009,Digital C -print,125 x 185 cm



Alejandro Vidal,A step too far,2009, Digital C- print,125 x 185 cm 



Alejandro Vidal,The sun is an acid eye,2009,Digital C- print,125 x 185 cm



Alejandro Vidal,There’s no room left for the strong,2009,Digital C- print,125 x 185 cm 



Alejandro Vidal,El accidente integral,Galería Joan Prats,Barcelona.2010 
(exhibition views)



Alejandro Vidal,El accidente integral,Galería Joan Prats,Barcelona.2010 
(exhibition views)



Alejandro Vidal,History is hoping for tomorrow,Faded silk italian flag 
500 x 900cm,2009 (Installation view Galleria Artra,Milano)



Alejandro Vidal,A song before sunset,2009,Digital c-print,90x130 cm each,2009
(group of 10)
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Alejandro Vidal,A song before sunset,2009,Digital c-print,90x130 cm each,2009
(group of 10)



Tactical Disorder  questions the relationship between policies of security and the cul-
ture of fear. Through a nearly anti-gravitational study of combat, much in the way a 
frequently used word gradually loses meaning the conditions under which physical con-
flict is socially accepted and cultivated are brought under close scrutiny. The increa-
sing number of security measures driving us into a "post-political” scenario, thereby 
shifting the political register away from the guiding principles and trusted personages 
of the State,imply that politics emerge through lifestyle, art, and discourse. 
At this point it is nearly impossible to discern the varying political technologies 
of control and regulation. Extracting concentrated imagery from a sensorial recurring 
dream or contemporary parable for daily tests of the human condition, Vidal localizes 
examples of larger formulas at play: the lack of communication, methodological entropy, 
and limited political emancipation of our time

Alejandro Vidal,Tactical Disorder,2006 (video stills) Single channel DVD,7’20’’,4:3
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